Medical education in sub-Saharan Africa: a literature review
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OBJECTIVES This review synthesises research published in the traditional and ‘grey’ literature to promote a broader understanding of the history and current status of medical education in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).

METHODS We performed an extensive review and analysis of existing literature on medical education in SSA. Relevant literature was identified through searches of five traditional medical databases and three non-traditional or grey literature databases featuring many African journals not indexed by the traditional databases. We focused our inquiry upon three themes of importance to educators and policymakers: innovation; capacity building, and workforce retention.

RESULTS Despite the tremendous heterogeneity of languages and institutions in the region, the available literature is published predominantly in English in journals based in South Africa, the UK and the USA. In addition, first authors usually come from those countries. Several topics are thoroughly described in this literature: (i) human resources planning priorities; (ii) curricular innovations such as problem-based and community-based learning, and (iii) the ‘brain drain’ and internal drain. Other important topics are largely neglected, including: (i) solution implementation; (ii) programme outcomes, and (iii) the development of medical education as a specialised field of inquiry.

CONCLUSIONS Medical education in SSA has undergone dramatic changes over the last 50 years, which are recorded within both the traditionally indexed literature and the non-traditional, grey literature. Greater diversity in perspectives and experiences in medical education, as well as focused inquiry into neglected topics, is needed to advance medical education in the region. Lessons learned from this review may be relevant to other regions afflicted by doctor shortages and inequities in health care resulting from inadequate capacity in medical education; the findings from this study might be used to inform specific efforts to address these issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Medical educators have a key role to play in reducing inequities in global health by addressing the underlying doctor shortages that have reached crisis levels in some regions. The region in which these health inequities and doctor shortages are most stark is sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), for which our group recently conducted the Sub-Saharan African Medical Schools Study (SAMSS). Data for this study were generated through three primary strategies: a systematic review of the literature; extensive site visits, and a survey of all medical schools in the region. Findings from our site visits and regional survey, and policy recommendations, have been published recently elsewhere. This article focuses on the literature we reviewed and analysed for the SAMSS project.

Medical education in SSA underwent its first significant expansion when newly independent African states emerged from the rule of the colonial powers: only five medical schools existed across the region before 1960, but by 1980 this number had grown to 47. Unfortunately, civil unrest, corruption and famine in the ensuing years eroded these promising developments and the widespread lack of resources and political will led to the decline or closure of many medical schools in the 1980s and early 1990s. Macroeconomics and structural adjustment programmes to decentralise government spending also effectively reduced the SSA health care workforce during this period, further exacerbating existing shortages.

Just before the turn of the century, a revival of medical education began in SSA and a second era of expansion has continued to the present. The scientific literature on medical education in SSA has also expanded dramatically in the last two decades and the emergence of new African journals, African databases and an attendant ‘grey literature’ has greatly facilitated scholarship on medical education. To date, this body of literature has not been thoroughly characterised or summarised to facilitate efforts to improve the provision of medical education in the region.

The current literature review is situated conceptually within broader efforts to address the ‘North–South gap’ that has emerged in scientific publications worldwide, with particular emphasis on the field of medical education. Although SSA demonstrates this gap in extremis, lessons learned from our review can be applied to other regions afflicted by doctor shortages and health care inequities caused by inadequate capacity in medical education. Findings from this study can also inform specific efforts to reduce this north–south gap through the integration of global health approaches into health professions education, the promotion of the social mission of medical schools worldwide and the development of global standards for accreditation in medical education.

METHODS

We performed online searches of five large, ‘traditional’ medical databases (MEDLINE, CINAHL [Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature], ERIC [Educational Resources Information Centre], Global Health, EMBASE) and three large non-traditional databases (African Indicus Medicus, African Journals Online, Biomed) that feature many African journals not indexed by the traditional databases (Table S1, online). These latter databases were recommended by African members of the SAMSS Advisory Committee at the inception of our study; other grey literature sources were added as they were discovered. We performed our first search in August 2008 and conducted periodic update searches to April 2010. We did not use any search limits such as date of publication or language (all publication dates and languages in each database were included). Our goal was to characterise the existing literature on medical education in SSA as broadly and extensively as possible for the SAMSS Advisory Committee, which consisted of experienced African educators, clinicians and policymakers.

We used the keyword terms ‘medical education’, ‘medical schools’ and ‘medical students’ for all searches and added ‘Africa’ as a limiting search term in the traditional databases. In MEDLINE only, we also used the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms ‘schools, teaching’ and ‘health manpower’ based on MEDLINE’s categorisation scheme for terms related to our original search terms. These searches returned a combined total of 3749 titles which were reviewed for face-value relevancy to the overall objectives of the SAMSS. Two authors (SRG and FM) created an initial analytic framework of nine categories for our Advisory Committee. Subsequently, based on extensive feedback from this group of experts, we reorganised these categories into three unifying themes that represent key domains of interest to the SAMSS: building capacity for increased doctor training; innovations in doctor
training, and the retention of doctors once they are trained. We excluded articles that we felt did not clearly relate to at least one of these themes. We also excluded articles that did not meet our expectations in terms of scholarship (e.g. unreferenced editorials or polemics). Abstracts for 642 of the citations that met our criteria were retained for further analysis. The sources cited in this review were chosen because they represent those with the highest-quality scholarship and clarity of message, the greatest utility in fulfilling our goal of assessing the current status of medical education in SSA, and the overall best fit for the purposes of creating a synthetic narrative describing the challenges, opportunities, successes and failures of medical education in the region. We retrieved full citation information and the full text of the article when available and noted characteristics of each publication, such as the first author’s primary institutional affiliation, the name and nationality of the publishing journal, and the country or region described by the article. To supplement our searches of the peer-reviewed grey literature, we searched several dozen Internet sites (some examples are listed in Table S1) for committee reports, consensus statements and similar documents pertinent to our project. This produced an additional 46 reports and related documents. Finally, we note that the SAMSS project has created detailed reports of 10 sub-Saharan medical schools, which also focus on capacity, innovation and retention, and which supplement the grey literature reviewed here.21

RESULTS

In this paper, we present results focused on three areas of high relevance to researchers, educators and policymakers in the region:

1. building *capacity* for increased doctor training;
2. *innovations* in doctor training, and
3. the *retention* of doctors once they have been trained.

Additionally, we performed a bibliometric analysis to describe key attributes of this literature, such as the nationality of authors, journals and medical schools described. Our key findings (Fig. 1) emphasise the strengths and weaknesses of this literature.

**Capacity**

Capacity to train doctors is a complex issue which encompasses many contributing factors, including

- The literature on medical education in SSA is growing rapidly
- The grey literature is growing even more rapidly than the traditionally indexed literature
- Dominant journals in this literature tend to be published in English and many are based in the UK or the USA
- SSA is under-represented in the global literature on medical education, which contributes to the North–South gap in overall scientific publications and to the deficit in knowledge about how doctors are trained worldwide
- The literature on medical education in SSA disproportionately represents countries with older medical schools, such as South Africa, Nigeria and Uganda
- Sudan is greatly under-represented in the literature, despite recent medical school expansion in that country
- Many medical schools in SSA are not mentioned at all in the literature
- Medical education as a field of inquiry and practice specific to the SSA region is underdeveloped
- There is no medical journal dedicated exclusively to medical education or academic medicine in SSA

Major strengths include descriptions and assessments of:
- problem-based learning
- community-based education
- human resources for health capacity planning
- causes of ‘brain drain’
- strategies for workforce retention

Major weaknesses include the lack of description and analysis of:
- technology
- financing for medical education
- the scaling up of human resources for health
- outcomes including postgraduate training and primary care

**Physical infrastructure for medical training**

Descriptive accounts of new medical schools flourished in the Independence Era of the 1960s and 1970s and trailed off during the decline of the 1980s and early 1990s.22,23 The articles we identified emphasise the importance of new schools in advancing the health and developmental aspirations of the newly independent nations of SSA. Although a new phase of investment in infrastructure has led to the opening of many new schools since the 1990s, only a few of these schools and their roles in building national health infrastructure are described in the literature, with some notable exceptions such as the new school in Malawi.24 Several authors describe overall training infrastructure at the national level in Nigeria,25–27 Zimbabwe,28 Malawi29 and the

---

**Figure 1** Key findings of this review of 152 articles on medical education in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) published during 1965–2010

---
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Sudan, but this information is lacking for most other countries in SSA. Common challenges described include the inadequacy of overall funding to maintain or update facilities, as well as the insufficiency of staff resources for teaching and administration, especially in the face of rapidly expanding student bodies.

Workforce planning and scaling up

Global inequities in human resources for health (HRH) are worse than ever, particularly in Africa. Furthermore, HRH density has been shown to be an important predictor for health outcomes, particularly for HIV care. Based on this evidence, consensus has emerged on the top priorities in HRH-related endeavours. Firstly, there must be a dramatic scaling-up of the total number of health professionals in SSA. Increasing the capacity of medical schools to produce doctors is crucial, but a team approach that includes non-doctor clinicians has received greater attention in recent years. Broad consensus exists on increasing the numbers of non-doctor clinicians alongside those of doctors, but less information is available about ideal ratios or functions. As the role of these providers becomes more defined, further research on their effective use in task shifting and descriptions of team-training models at health science schools will become increasingly important. Secondly, funding for HRH must increase from multiple sources, including government, non-government organisations (NGOs) and the donor community. Moreover, although raising capital to start educational programmes is difficult, sustaining adequate funding is often an even greater challenge, especially once the 10-year mark is reached. Thirdly, increased collaboration between nations and strategic planning and management organisations is needed to coordinate expansion and utilisation patterns across different regions. Unfortunately, information on regulatory bodies that can oversee this expansion is available for only a dozen countries and basic information about the numbers and characteristics of medical schools across the region is also lacking.

Training generalists versus specialists

Expanding the capacity of medical schools to produce adequate numbers of both specialists and generalists is an issue of growing importance in the recent literature. Many SSA nations have officially endorsed the primary health care (PHC) approach to health care, and some authors have also made the case for ‘regional’ or ‘rural specialists’ to advance a concept of PHC modelled after conditions in underserved areas. Moreover, students in many countries have mixed feelings about PHC versus specialisation and may sometimes favour the latter. Schools utilising the community-based education and service (COBES) model have reported high student and community satisfaction, but students may also express negative views of PHC if faculty commitment is perceived as weak and curricula are seen as unfocused and unmatched to realities in communities. This literature on PHC training refers to undergraduate medical education, whereas articles on postgraduate training tend to focus on specialty fields; we did not encounter articles describing postgraduate training in general internal medicine or paediatrics. Consistent with the current surgical workforce crisis in SSA, much of this literature describes specific training programmes in fields such as obstetrics and gynaecology, paediatric surgery, general surgery and emergency medicine. Articles describing postgraduate education in non-surgical specialties are more limited and include material on neurology, anaesthesia and radiology. Overall, there is a great deal of fragmentation on the topic of training specialists versus generalists, which makes this material difficult to connect with the literature on infrastructure, scaling up and workforce planning.

Innovation

Medical education in SSA has demonstrated remarkable innovation recently. Although some schools continue to use the ‘traditional’ mid-century Western model, the literature reveals decades of innovation in medical education in step with global trends.

Community-based education and service

Community-based education and service (COBES) has been an important component of some schools since the first era of expansion in the 1960s and 1970s. Although substantial variations exist among schools, examples of COBES activities include: the family attachment in which the student follows a patient and his or her family for 2–3 years, visits to rural homes and health centres in which students engage in patient counselling and community needs assessment, and small-group discussions of community and public health topics. Major challenges described include: the tendency to underestimate the amount of time needed by students and faculty members to adapt community-
based education (CBE) approaches; unreliable public utilities; language barriers, and the maintenance of high educational standards with the community doctors who supervise learners. Despite these challenges, the advantages of CBE include lower attrition rates, a greater perceived ability to function in rural communities, and high satisfaction expressed by students and community members alike.

**Problem-based learning**

Often incorporated with COBES, problem-based learning (PBL) strategies have been integrated into many SSA curricula in the last two decades. Many of the challenges described are familiar to educators using PBL anywhere, such as the need for faculty members to adapt their teaching skills to accommodate active learning and clinical reasoning, but some challenges, such as high start-up costs, lack of adequate learning materials, and lack of prior experiences in adult learning for students, are especially limiting for schools in SSA. These challenges notwithstanding, PBL can improve outcomes in SSA by generating greater sophistication in learning strategies, increased understanding and application of the basic sciences, lower overall attrition rates and higher rates of on-time graduation, as well as improvements in skills such as those pertaining to collaboration and communication.

Moreover, implementing PBL in SSA often involves a complex balancing act: although faculty staff need not be experts in the content matter of the classes they facilitate – which affords greater flexibility and encourages mentorship – the mastery of PBL facilitation techniques can be challenging to staff who are more familiar with traditional pedagogy. Finally, many schools struggle to provide the increased staff resources and facilities required for PBL curricula, particularly in the early phases of implementation and in the context of faculty shortages.

**Assessment and evaluation**

One difficult paradox facing medical educators in SSA is that scarce resources cannot be wasted on ineffective techniques, yet research to assess the effectiveness of a strategy is often difficult to support. Many studies illustrate lessons that have been learned by soliciting feedback and measuring outcomes after the implementation of innovations such as service-based learning or PBL. Another impetus for research on assessment methods is the global trend toward the increased evaluation of clinical skills. To date, reports of observed structured clinical examinations in SSA are very rare and reported pass rates are rather low. Some schools have implemented early clinical skills training with high student and faculty approval, or have described structured clinical summaries or structured assessments of communication skills. Others have attempted to shape consensus on the procedures and skills that should be considered essential for new doctors and how best to select assessment tools for these skills. Finally, several authors have described truly unique approaches, such as the use of student drawings to convey formal feedback and the integration of difficult material into a game-based format. Although these approaches may be unconventional, their initial results are promising.

**Technology**

Information technology has revolutionised medical education in many countries and promises to bring greater access to high-quality educational products to schools in SSA. Web-based course tools (webCTs) have facilitated increased communication between faculty staff and students, as well as greater access to learning resources. Other institutions have developed online ‘spiral curricula’ in which students build and reinforce competency in new subject areas by revisiting prior course materials online. Unfortunately, this technology presents start-up and maintenance costs that are prohibitive for many SSA schools. Accordingly, some educators have employed more affordable technologies such as the video-projected structured clinical examination and video-conferencing for teaching and clinical consultation. Other considerable problems include high student:computer ratios, slow Internet connections, and the so-called ‘digital divide’ or gap in computer literacy between students in resource-poor countries and those in industrialised northern nations. However, it is difficult to make generalisations; several authors have uncovered discouraging deficiencies in basic computer skills, whereas others have shown that students are able to adapt quickly to Internet-based innovations regardless of their degree of prior experience.

**Retention**

Although the emigration of doctors to nations with more developed health care systems – the ‘brain drain’ – remains the greatest threat to retention, SSA also faces serious internal sources of doctor attrition and difficulties in recruiting and retaining talented individuals within academic medicine.
Medical emigration

At least one in eight doctors trained in SSA is lost to more developed nations and future shortages are predicted to be even greater than those seen at present. As many as six of 47 SSA countries have lost over 60% of their doctor workforce to migration and estimates of lost investment range from US$0.18 million to US$0.50 million for each departing doctor. The underlying causes of the brain drain have been described as a combination of ‘push’ factors, such as civil instability and personal health risks in SSA, and ‘pull’ factors, such as the higher income, job satisfaction and career development available outside SSA. These factors also act on students, among whom reported rates of intention to emigrate reach as high as 86% in some countries, and support an attendant ‘culture of migration’ in which emigration is normalised and viewed as the ultimate marker of career success.

In terms of sheer numbers, medical migration is mostly an Anglophone phenomenon: four principal recipient nations (the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia) draw the greatest numbers of migrant doctors from three SSA countries (South Africa, Nigeria, Ghana), but the effects of losing even a few doctors can be devastating to smaller countries. Several authors have cited the moral obligation of industrialised countries to halt the ‘robbing’ and ‘looting’ of human resources from poor countries. Certainly, the right of individual doctors to seek better lives for themselves and their families cannot be regulated, but international codes or trade agreements could limit predatory recruitment efforts by governments and for-profit agencies. Specific options for the major recipient countries (the USA, the UK, Canada and Australia) have been proposed, as have policy options for African countries. Finally, although the tracking of graduates from individual schools is often difficult, the general dictum that graduates of schools that emphasise Western standards of practice show high rates of emigration is supported by student attitudes, as well as by some empirical evidence.

Internal drain and retention in rural areas

The greatest internal burden facing doctors in SSA is the HIV/AIDS crisis, which strains the existing workforce in two ways: it increases the need for care as prevalence rates increase, and it decreases the available manpower as health care workers are themselves infected. Indeed, HIV in SSA has been described as ‘the straw that broke the camel’s back’ in the HRH crisis and infection rates in health care workers may be even higher than in the general population. Some medical school cohort analyses have reported that more of their graduates are deceased than are living overseas and trainees have reported feelings of hopelessness leading to burnout in settings in which demand for care is high but eager providers are paralysed by a lack of basic supplies, utilities and medications. In response to this crisis, international collaborations have led to the instigation of a Pediatric AIDS Corps and proposals to create an HIV Peace Corps for Health and similar multi-national efforts by doctors from developed nations. Undergraduate training and postgraduate courses on HIV care have also been proposed to help build the skills base of doctors dealing with populations that are heavily burdened by HIV/AIDS. Although recruiting students from rural and underserved areas may help, ultimately greater direct financial and social support for doctors practising in these areas may be necessary if they are to be retained. The right of individual doctors to seek better lives for themselves and their families cannot be regulated, but international codes or trade agreements could limit predatory recruitment efforts by governments and for-profit agencies. Specific options for the major recipient countries (the USA, the UK, Canada and Australia) have been proposed, as have policy options for African countries. Finally, although the tracking of graduates from individual schools is often difficult, the general dictum that graduates of schools that emphasise Western standards of practice show high rates of emigration is supported by student attitudes, as well as by some empirical evidence.

Building academic medicine

Managing support staff for medical education in SSA is challenging, but the difficulties of recruiting and retaining academic staff who are able to build the teaching and research missions of schools represent a critically limiting step in efforts to innovate and improve academic medicine in SSA. Efforts to develop the teaching skills of faculty staff are rarely described and, when they are, such material typically refers to developments in the context of training for roles as PBL facilitators. Descriptions of rewards specifically for teaching are rarer still. One study documents rewards for teaching in seven of eight South African medical schools; however, standards for the selection and significance of the rewards varied greatly. Efforts to build research infrastructure as a means of increasing the recruitment and retention of academic faculty staff are more frequently described in the literature and often involve international collaboration. Several Western universities have partnered with schools in...
SSA to increase training specifically for HIV research and care\textsuperscript{146,147} or to support a focus on teaching and research in surgery,\textsuperscript{148} but opportunities to develop skills in medical education as a specialty are infrequently described.\textsuperscript{145,149} Moreover, some authors caution that collaborators must be careful to avoid ‘post-colonial syndrome’ in which the research interests and goals of the Western partner take precedence over those of the African partner.\textsuperscript{150} Accordingly, guidelines for the ethical ‘twinning’ of foreign partners with African institutions have been advocated by several organisations.\textsuperscript{145,151} Despite these efforts, medical education as a specialty or research focus for faculty staff is still not frequently described in the literature. We were able to identify only one journal dedicated to the broader study of health professions education in SSA: the \textit{African Journal of Health Professions Education}, established in 2009.

**Bibliometrics**

The peer-reviewed literature presented here is predominantly written in the English language and printed in journals published in English-speaking countries (Fig. 2).

In terms of the countries described in these articles, South Africa is disproportionately represented, claiming 39% of the total literature but only 6% of all SSA medical schools. The second most frequently described country, Nigeria, has a more proportionate share of the literature (18%) and has 23% of SSA schools. Uganda, the third most frequently described country, accounts for 5% of the literature and is home to 3% of SSA schools. At the other end of the spectrum, the Sudan is grossly under-represented by a 2% share of the literature, although it accommodates 23% of SSA schools (Fig. 3).

First authors affiliated with American or British institutions account for a large proportion of the literature and, when combined with first authors from South African institutions, account for over 50% of published material (Fig. 4). Although our search findings included articles describing countries in which French, Arabic, Portuguese or Amharic are spoken, the majority of these articles were also published in English.

**DISCUSSION**

Through this review, we have identified several important strengths and weaknesses in this literature, which should guide further scholarship on medical education in SSA and other regions suffering from inadequate doctor supply. In combination, Figures 2–4 demonstrate a homogeneity in the literature on medical education in SSA that does not reflect the tremendous diversity of nationalities, institutions, languages, problems and solutions that exist on the ground. In order to facilitate a clear understanding of the state of medical education in this and other developing regions, more data must be published from countries and institutions that are not well-represented in the current literature.

Although innovations in medical education, such as PBL and CBE, are richly described in this literature
and nuanced consideration is given to the difficulties encountered and adaptations made in resource-limited settings, further data on outcomes are required on issues such as whether graduates of these programmes go on to provide care where it is most needed. Current descriptions of innovations in assessment and the use of technology serve to establish a core body of foundational studies, but additional work is needed to describe the challenges and solutions to implementation in SSA and other developing regions.

The literature that is concerned principally with capacity includes thorough descriptions of priorities for workforce planning and management, but more accounts of implementation attempts and associated successes, failures and challenges are required. Other key areas for exploration include macro- and micro-financing to establish how funding at the country level can be improved, and the innovations fashioned by individual schools to deal with needs for physical plant, personnel and other critical items of infrastructure. Toward this end, much more information is needed about newer medical schools on the continent. We also need substantially more information on postgraduate training in specialties such as paediatrics and internal medicine and their subspecialties. Finally, greater attention to the role of research in capacity building is needed as research activity has been essential to the success of older schools in SSA, such as those at Makerere University in Kampala, the University of Cape Town and the University of Ibadan. Further development of research capacity is likely to play an important role in the growth and sustainability of new schools in SSA, as well as in other developing regions.
Similarly, the phenomena of the brain drain and internal drain are very well described, as are many possible policy-based solutions, but very little connection is made between these issues and medical education. Again, the question of outcomes is of paramount concern: is there anything that medical schools can do to encourage the retention of their graduates within the country? Given the known correlation between HRH and health indices, do health outcomes actually improve when doctors and other health care workers are retained in greater numbers? Finally, much more information is needed overall about building academic medicine in SSA and other developing regions: what are emerging strategies for faculty development? How is research capacity being developed? How is excellence in activities such as curricular reform, teaching and mentoring recognised?

Finally, it is important to note the recent rise of this body of grey literature on medical education in SSA, which is published in peer-reviewed African journals but is not indexed in traditional databases such as PubMed. This grey literature may be published independently in print or online by organisations, committees or other groups, such as the World Health Organization (WHO) or the Global Health Workforce Alliance (Fig. 1). Although the traditional literature base is growing rapidly, this grey literature may be expanding even faster, but it is unclear whether this will help to narrow the North–South gap in knowledge about how doctors are trained worldwide or whether it will merely increase the information in a fragmented way.

CONCLUSIONS

Medical education in SSA has undergone dramatic changes over the last 50 years and the literature describing these transformations has also grown significantly in size and sophistication. This expansion in the literature has occurred within the body of peer-reviewed journals cited in the traditionally indexed databases, but has also embraced an alternative body of new databases and online resources, designated the ‘grey literature’. Despite this recent expansion, narrowing the North–South gap in terms of both information on doctor training and cumulative scientific publications will require focused and sustained effort. Indeed, we identified relatively few publications overall from a limited number of countries, which indicates a great deal of uncertainty about what is happening in medical education in most of SSA. Much more research on medical education in the region is needed and ensuring that it is carried out should be a high priority for scholars, funders and political leaders.

Within the broader context of global health and medical education, this study demonstrates both encouraging developments and troubling limitations in the current literature on SSA, which may be generalisable to other developing regions that face doctor workforce crises and health inequities. Certainly, the rapid expansion of the literature on medical education in SSA is a positive sign of vibrant growth in the field in this region and further study is warranted to determine if similar growth is occurring in other developing regions. Fortunately, organisations such as the WHO and others continue to advocate for these studies in an effort to promote ‘transformative education’ in Africa and similarly challenged regions.

Collectively, this increased activity may help to narrow the North–South gap in scientific publications. However, the rate of growth in the literature in SSA is not homogeneous across the region but is dominated by a group of countries and institutions. This may further limit efforts to improve medical education capacity in the most critical regions in SSA and in similarly resource-limited environments elsewhere in the developing world. In conclusion, while this review summarises current successes in and challenges for improving medical education in SSA, it also suggests several issues of key importance for further study with the aim of building up the existing literature on medical education in SSA and other regions facing critical doctor shortages.
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